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Some Combinatorial Properties of Discriminants 
in Metric Vector Spaces 
ANOREAS DRESS AND TIMOTHY F. HAVEL* 
If I’ is a metric vector space with bilinear form A?. and F is a finite set of vectors 
in I’. the di.wkinun/ of .cA with respect to F is given by d,(F) := 
det((.dl 1. x)),.,~~~ ) If .1 is anisotropic on I’ and E is a linite subset of l’, the set 
system .B := (F& E / d,(F) # 0) is clearly a matroid. In an arbitrary metric vector 
space. ./ may fail to be closed with respect to subsets. Nevertheless, these set 
systems retain many interesting properties, in particular: (i) if all subsets of E of 
cardinality n and II + I are not in .a. then no subset of cardinality exceeding n + I is 
in ./; (ii) if F and G are in .I and the cardinality of F is less than that of G. F may 
be augmented to a set F’ in .f by the addition of at most two elements from G: (iii) 
all maximal subsets in .f have the same cardinality, and form the bases of a linearly 
representable matroid: (iv) if G c_ Fz E and if F is contained in the linear span of G, 
then there exists some Ic G with It./ such that the cardinality of I is #I= 
max(#I’II’sFand 1’~.Bi. 
In this paper. we introduce a set of axioms for a new class of set systems called 
wwrroids. and show that these axioms assure that these and other essential proper- 
ties of the set systems associated with metric vector spaces hold in metroids 
generally. It is further shown that another recent generalization of matroids known 
as bimatroids are a special class of metroids. although the converse is not true. 
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1. INTROOUCT~~~V 
1.1. Some Basic Notatiotls 
Let Y. be a (finite dimensional’) vector space over some commutative 
field X’ and let d: Y x Y + X be a symmetric bilinear form on Y -; thus 
( Y ‘, .?A) is a metric uector space, as studied, for instance, in [S]. 
As usual, for any subset FEN:= (Xl Xc’/‘) of Y‘, we let (F) 
denote the subspace generated by F and FL denote its orthogonal sup- 
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plernent, i.e., the subspace of all .YE $. with B(J x) = 0 for all ,f~ F. The 
intersection (F) n FL is called the radical Rad( F) of F, and F is called lzon- 
degenerute if Rad(F) = 0, in which case one has 
“I‘= (F)@F’. 
F is called isotropic if FG FL, and I - is called (semi-) anisotropic if any 
isotropic subset is contained in { 0; (or in Rad( Y“), respectively). 
Let [F] denote the quotient space (F)/Rad(F) and let p,,(F) denote its 
dimension. 
Let (s:‘, .g) denote the non-degenerate metric vector space YY := [‘I ‘1 = 
Y ‘/Rad( Y ‘) with g;: Y: x YY + X well-defined by 2(.x + Rad( Y .), J’ + 
Rad( Y ‘)) := !#(.Y, ,r). For any FG Y put F= {x + Rad(% ‘) 1 .x E Fi c fy,  
and note that p.,(F) = p,#(F). 
1.2. The Basic Problem 
It is clear that p,#( F) = dim(F) for all Fc Y if and only if Y is 
anisotropic, in which case p,#: 9( Y -) + N: FH p,,(F) has all the properties 
of a matroidal rank function, i.e., it satisfies 
062,p,,(F, nF,)dp.,(F,nFz)+p.a(F, uF,) 
<p.iR(F,)+p.r(Fz)< #F, + #F, (Ml 
(cf. [6] ). In general, however, p,# will lack those properties. 
In the following note, which was motivated by problems concerning the 
embedding of metric spaces into euclidean spaces (cf. [ 1, 31 and a 
forthcoming paper by the authors), we want to study various properties of 
p 19 which can be used as a substitute for (M), and we want to demonstrate 
that these properties deserve to be studied in just the same way as the com- 
binatorial properties of linear dependence and independence deserved to be 
studied in terms of matroid theory (cf. [6, 71). 
I .3. Some Further Notutions 
For any F, Xc %‘, let ‘p,#(F 1 A’) denote the dimension of 
(F)/(Rad(F)nX’), so that RAF) = (P.AF I FL and let 
6 JF I X) := cp.J F 1 A’) - p,#( F) = dim( Rad( F)/Rad( F) n A” )) denote the 
defect qf F relutiae to A’. Put ‘pJF 1 ? .) =: q,,(F), and note that 
p,,J F) = cp,J F) for all Fc $“ if and only if ,Y - is semi-anisotropic. 
Note also that, as in Section 1 .I, we can compute cp,J F I A’) and 
6JF I X) modulo Rad( d ‘), i.e., for F, XL ‘I - we have cp,#( F I X) = 
cp,(F I x) and 6 *(F 1 X) = 6,,(F 1 2). 
Since when F c X one has Rad(F) n XL = ( (F) n FL ) n XL = (F) n XL 
and therefore ‘p.JF I X) = dim( ( (F) + XL l/X’ 1, the function 
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(p.#(... 1 X): 9(X) -+ N : FH Q.#(F 1 X) satisfies (M), and hence defines a 
matroid on X of rank cp,#( X 1 X) = p #(X). 
Similarly, the pairing (X) x Rad( F) + X‘: (x, f’) H W(.u, f) induces an 
isomorphism between Rad(F)/(Rad(F) n XL ) and the dual space of 
(X>/((X>nRad(F)‘)=((X)+(F)+F’)/((F)+F’), so for fixed F 
the mapping S,,(F 1 . ..). Y( f -) + N: X H 6 a( F I X) defines a matroid on Y 
of rank 6,,(F) := 6 d( F I f .) = dim( I! ‘/( (F) + F’ ) ), the defect of F. 
Finally, let FE Y be called ,free if F is linearly independent and 
Rad(F) = 0, i.e., if p.(F) = #F. 
I .4. Basic Properties y f  p ‘B. cp #. and 6 19 
The following observations are well-known and immediate consequences 
of (bi) linear algebra: 
(i) p #( F) coincides with the rank of the associated Gram matrix: 
d(F, F) := (a(.~, J.))~,~~~-. In particular, F is free if and only if its dis- 
crit~zitmzt d,(F) := det(#(F, F)) is non-zero. 
Since for any s E ‘/ the matrix 2I( F u X, Fu X) is derived from &(F, F) 
by adding just one row and one column, one has 
(ii) piA(F)~~~.a(Fu~~)6~.?A(F)+2 for all SE I‘. 
Since one has always P,~( F) < cp JF I X) 6 (p,#( F) 6 #F, the assumption 
p J F) = #F implies q.#( F) = cp a( F I A’) = #F for all X E Y ‘, i.e., the linear 
independence of (the canonical image of) F in any space [A’] with 
FE XG Y ‘. Since for any subset FG X which is maximal linearly indepcn- 
dent in [Xl, one has J,(F) =: discriminant ([Xl ) # 0. i.e., y JF) = #F. 
the following statements also hold: 
(iii) A subset FG X is linearly independent in [X] if and only if it is 
a subset of a free subset of X, i.e. # F= max( # (In F) / 1~ X, / free ). 
(iv) Any free subset F of Xc Y. can be extended to a free subset 
IsX with #I=~J/)=Q~(,Y). 
Moreover, if we define a subset FE f to be uirtuulf~.jkr relutice to some 
XL Y .--or, for short, just X;frer -if F is linearly independent in [ Fu A’], 
i.e., if #F= cp #(F / A’), we get: 
(v) If I G FG Y is a maximal X-free subset of F, then I is a basis of 
(F)/Rad(F)nX’) and one has #I=cp.(FI X) as well as pI(I)=pIB(F). 
So in the case that X= Y ‘, we get in particular: 
(vi) (F)+Rad($‘) = jx~~‘~cp~(Fu.~) = q#(F)) = [.YEY“I 
p,,(Fu.uuX)=p,,(FuX) for all XL Y‘f. 
Since 6( F 1 X) is the difference between cardinalities of maximal X-free 
and free subsets of F, another simple but important observation is: 
(vii) ForF~~‘and.~-E.onehasp.(Fu.\-)=p.(F)+2ifandonly 
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if 6,#(F 1 x) = 1 if and only if for any maximal free subset Zc F there exists 
some ~3 E F with 6,#(1 u ~1 ) -u) = 1. 
SO, since 6.,(F 1 . ..) is a matroidal rank function, one has in particular: 
(viii) If F, XE $‘ then there exists some .x E x with 
p,,p(Fux)=p,d(F)+2 if and only if p,8(F)<cp,,(FI X), i.e., 6,,(F1 X)>O. 
Hence, if p.,(Fux)dpa(F)+ 1 for all SEX, then pJFuX)= 
‘px(FuX J’)<qx(FI Xl+ #X=p.(F)+ #X. 
1 S. Submodularity Properties j&r p #, (P,#, and S,, 
It is easily seen that p.#(Xn Y) + p.#(Xu Y) d p.&(X) + p.#( Y) does not 
necessarily hold for X, Yr y .; put $‘ = R’, d((.Yj, x,), (J’,) II?)) = 
.YI y2 +-x2 1’1, X= {( 1, O)j, and Y = { (0, 1 )}. Instead the following 
inequalities hold: 
PROPOSITION. (a) For X, YE $“ one has 
PAXU Y)+p.(Xn Y)<p,(Xu Y)+cp,(Xn Y I Xu Y) 
6 qo.,(X I Y) + cp.,( y I XI 
= P.x(W + P.,s( Y) + 6,(X I Y) + 6,#( Y I x), 
p.dXn Y) +6,(X I Y) d cp JXn Y I Xu Y) + 6.,(X l Y) 
6(P.#(YI X)=p,(Y)+6.(Yl X) 
and 
P/B(XU Y) 3 cp.AAx I Y) + 6.(X I Y) = p.*(X) + 2.S,#(X I Y). 
In particular S.&(X I Y) = # Y [f and only if p,JXu Y) = p,,(x) + 2. + Y.  
(b) For F,X, YG$‘ one has h.(Fl Xu Y)<6,,(FI X)-t 
~.,(Fu X I Y) and 
p#(Xn F) + 6 #(Fu X ) Y) 
GvcPra(XnFI XuFu Y)+S.,(FuXI Y)+(p.,~Fu~)-p,(W) 
<S.(XI Fu Y)+6.,(FI Xv Y)+p,(F). 
In particular, if 6,#(F I X) = 0 one has S,#(F I Y) < 6,#(Fu X I Y) for all 
Ysd‘, so Hal Section 1.3 Mae have (F)+FL~(FuX)+(F~X)L. If  in 
addition 6,,(X) = 0 und p,,(F) = p#(Fn X), one has 6,(F I Y) = 
a,,( Fu X I Y) .for all Y L 9 -, so again by Section 1.3 (F) + F’ = 
(FuX)+(FuX)‘. 
Prooj: (a) Since P,#(X u Y) = ‘p,*(X u Y I X u Y), cp,JX ( Y) = 
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‘p.#(X I Xu Y), and cp,J Y I A’) = cp.,( Y I Xu Y), the first inequality is just a 
restatement of the submodularity of cp,#(... 1 Xv Y) on subsets of Xu Y. 
To prove the other two inequalities we may assume that 
f ‘= (Xv Y) = (A-) + (Y) 
and 
O=Rad($‘)=X’n Y’ 
in which case we have cp.(YIX)=dim(Y)=dim((Y)/((Y)n 
Rad(X)‘)) + dim(( Y) n Rad(X)‘) with dim( ( Y)/( ( Y) n Rad(X) ‘)) = 
6JXI Y)anddim((Y)nRad(X)L)>dim((Y)n(X))>dim(YnX)= 
cpJYnX/ YuX), as well as ptA(Xu Y)=dim(Xu Y)=dim(Xu Y), 
(X>+dim(X) with dim(X)=cp.,(XI Y) and dim(Xu Y)/(X>> 
dim f ‘/( (A’) + X1 ) = 6 #(X I Y) by Section 1.3. 
(b) W.1.o.g. we may assume f’=(Xu YuF) and O=Rad(f‘), in 
which case we have s.(F/ Xu Y)=dimRad(F)=dim(Rad(F)/ 
Rad( F) n A” ) + dim( Rad( F) n A” ) with dim(Rad(F)/Rad(F) n XL) = 
6,(Fl A’) and dim(Rad(F)nX’)ddim(Rad(FuX))=8.,(FuXJ Y). 
The next inequality follows from the submodularity of q,(... I x’u Y u F) 
on subsets of Xv Y u F which yields 
cp,(,~nFIXuFu Y)+G,(FuX Y)+(~JFuX)-p,(x)) 
=cP+AXnFI .YuFu Y)+y,.(FuXI FUXU Y)-pa(X) 
6(ptA(XI XuFu Y)+cp.(FI FuXu Y)-y,(X) 
=ii,(X/ Fu Y)+6.(FI Xv Y)+pIA(F). 
Now assume 6 JF I A’) = 0. Then S JF I Y) 6 b J F / Xv Y) together with 
the first inequality in (b) implies 6 JF 1 Y) <ii ,J Fu X j Y) for all Y c I 
and therefore (F) + F’ 2 (Fu X) + (Fu A’) ’ Moreover, if we assume in 
addition S.(X) =0 and p.(F) = p ,(Fn A’), we get from the second 
inequality in (b) GN(FuXI Y)<hJXI Fu Y)+h.(FI Xu Y)+/),,(F)- 
/) JFn X) d 6,(X) + b I( F I A’) + 6,,(F 1 Y) = (5 #(F I Y) for all YE 9 and 
therefore (F) + F’ = (Fu A’) + (Fu A’)‘. 
1.6. Twv Rather Special C’uses 
(if Now assume ZC Y to be free, assume a, h, C, pi E ‘/ with h #u #c, 
and assume Iu [u), Zu ia, hi,, and Zu (CIZ,C) not to be free. Then 
lu Iu, h, C, d) is free if and only if I u [a, cl) and Iu (h, cj are free. 
Proof. Put F=lu {a), X=Zu ih, cI, and Y=/u {a, d). The 
assumptions imply (5 J F / h) = 6 JF I c) = 0 (by Section 1,4(vii)) and 
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therefore 8.,(F 1 X) = 0 (by Section 1.4(viii)). Hence, if Y is free, we have 
f #(F I Y) = 1. So if A’ and Y are free, we have 6,JFu X 1 Y) 2 
(s.(F/ Xu Y)36.(FI Y)= 1 which implies (by Proposition 1.5(a)) 
pJlu (u,h,c,d)) = p,(FuXuY) 3 p,,(FuX)+2.S,,(FuXI Y) > 
pr(X)+2 = +x+2 = #(lu (u,b,c,d)). 
Vice versa, if I u {CI, h, c, n), is free we have 6,,(F I {h, C, d} ) = 1 and 
therefore-in view of S,,(F I {h, c) ) = 0 as before-we have 6,,(F I ti) = 1 
(by Section 1.4) which implies P,~( Y) = p,#(Fu LI) 3 p,#(F) + 2. 
6 #(F I d) 3 # Y. so Y must be free. Moreover, we have (by 
Proposition 1.5(a)) p.#(Xu F) 6 p.@(X) + p.*(F) - ~.,(XA F) + 6.,(X 1 F) 
+ J,(F I m = P.*(X) +6.,(X I F) 6 p,~(X)+p,,(F)+s,#(FI X) - 
p*(XnF) = p,#(X) and p.(XuFud)= #X+2dp,~(XuF)+2. 
Together this implies #X+ 2 d p #(X) + 2, i.e., p JX) = #X, so X is free, 
too. 
(ii) Next assume I L $ to be free, assume U, h, L’, d, e E Y with u # b, 
assume Iu u, Iu h, Iu (u, h) not to be free, and assume Iu {u? c> and 
Iu {a, h, l/, e) to be free. Then either lu .(u, h, c, cl) or lu [u, h, c, ~1 is 
free. 
Proof: Put F= I u ju, h ). Then the assumptions imply 6,#(F I c.) = 1 
and s,(FI {cLe))=2. HenceS.(FI [~,d))=2 or 6,,(FI {c,e))=2, since 
6JF I . ..) is a matroidal rank function, which in turn implies Zu {u, h, C, cl{ 
or Iu {u,h, c, L’J to be free. 
1 .I. The Main Result 
We are now ready to state our main result. So let E be a finite set and 
let p: g(E) + N be a map with p(0) = 0. Define a subset IC E to be 
free if P(O = #I, and for any F, XL E define cp(Fl X):= 
max(#(ZnF) I ZcFuX, I free) and 6(FI X):=cp(FI X)-p(F). 
Then the following holds: 
THEOREM. Continuing \llith the uho~e notutions, u~.wnze that, us in metric 
vector spuces: 
(Ml) For FG E und xE E one has 
o(F)dp(Fux)<p(F)+2. 
(M2) !f IS FL E and #I = p(Z) < p(F), then there e.uists KG F\I 
wlith K # 0 and # (I u K) = p( Z u K). 
(M3) !f’l~E is,fiee und ij’u,h,c.dE$‘ M’ith h#u#c and Iv [u), 
/u (a, h ), und I u {a, c ) are not ,free, then I u {u, h, c, d ] is ,fLm tf and onl?, 
if’ I u {a, d f und I u {b, c’ i ure ,fk. 
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(M4) Jf’IcE isfrre, u,h,c,d,e~E, und u#h, (f Ivu, Iuh, urd 
Iu i u, h ) urc not ,fkee u4ile Iv iu, c) und Iv (a, h, d, e) are -free, then 
Iu (u, h, c, d] or Iv [u, h, c, e) isfree. 
Then ull stutements deriverl,f~w p,#, cp #, and 6, also hold in this conte.ut, i.e., 
011~~ hers 
(i) For UHJ’ XC E the rnup cp(... / X):9(X)+ N: F++cp(F 1 X) is u 
niuttwidul runk ,fimction; 
(ii) For un~* FGE thr rmp ~(FI...):./P(E)+N:XH~(F~X) is u 
mutroidul rmk jirnction; 
(iii) lf‘ FE XG E is ,/ire, then there exists u ,/ire mhset Is X \t,ith 
F G I und p(I) = p(X): 
(iv) [f’I~XuF~Ei.v,freeund #(InF)=cp(FI X), thenp(InF)= 
p(F); 
(v) {s~E/g~(FurlE) = cp(FIE)j = j.y~Elp(Fu.uuX) = 
p(Fu X),fbr ull XL E) ,for ull FEE; 
(vi) ii(FI X)= #X lfund on!,) (f p(FuX)=p(F)+2. #X, or more 
P(F) + 2 &F I Xl 6 p(Fu X) <p(F) + 6( F I x) + 
(vii 1 For X, YE E OHCJ h.~ 
P(XU y)+P(xn Y)dp(Xu Y)Scp(XfT YI xu Y)<cp(J 
=dX)+p(Y)+6(XI Y)+6( Y / X) 
us #VI1 us 
#X; 
I v+cp(yI w 
p(Xn Y)+6(Xl Y)dcp(Xn YI Xu Y)+6(XI Y)dcp(YI X) 
= p( Y) + 6( Y I XL 
(viii) For F, X, Y c E one has 
6(Fl Xu Y)<6(FI X)+&FuXI Y) 
and 
p(XnF)+&FuXI Y) 
dcp(XnFI XuFu Y)+@FuXI Y)+(p(FuX)-p(X)) 
<&XI Fu Y)+6(FI Xu Y)+p(F). 
It1 purticulur, if 6( F I X) = 0 one bus 6(F I Y) < 6(Fu X 1 Y) for all Yc E, 
while if in addition 6(X / E) = 0 und p(F) = p( Fn X), one has 6(F I Y) = 
G(FuX I Y),for all YG E. 
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The rest of the paper is devoted to proving these and related statements. It 
is organized in four sections, the first and second dealing with elementary 
generalities on set systems and rank functions, in particular those satisfying 
(M 1) and (M2). The third section deals with the specific rank functions 
which satisfy our axioms (Ml )-(M4), and the last section with relations to 
bimatroids and general sesquilinear forms. 
2. GENERALITIES ON SET SYSTEMS AND RANK FUNCTIONS 
2.1. The Rarlk Function qf a Set System 
Let E be a finite set and let .f G 9(E) be a set s?‘sten? on E, i.e., a collec- 
tion of subsets of E such that @E .P. Obviously, 3 is completely deter- 
mined by its associated rank ,function 
since FE .a if and only if p(F) = #F. The subsets Z in .f will also be called 
the,frrr subsets of E. 
Rank functions of set systems are characterized among the maps 
p: b(E) + Z by the following two properties: 
(Sl) p(F)<p(Fu.u) for all FcE and seE and 
(S2) For any F&E there exists some ZGF with #Z=p(Z)=p(F), 
since if p satisfies (Sl ) and (S2), then p = p I with 9 =.$, := 
(IL E 1 #Z=p(Z)).. 
(S I ) and (S2) imply 
(SO) O<p(F)d #Ffor all FcE and 
(Sl’) p(F)dp(G) for FsGEE. 
It is obvious that (MI ) and (M2) together with p(a) = 0 imply (Sl ) and 
(S2), respectively, so the rank functions considered in Theorem 1.7 are 
necessarily rank functions of set systems. 
2.2. Virtually Free Sets and Dqfects 
Given a set system .a on E and a subset XL E we define a subset V of 
some FL E to be virtually free with respect to X-or, for short, just X- 
free-if there exists some free subset ZE Fu X with VG I. We define the 
virtual rank of F with respect to X as 
cp(F 1 X) :=max( # V 1 VC F, V X-free) 
and we define the defect of F MYth respect to X as 
6(FI X):=cp(FI X)-p(F). 
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If X= E, we write also q(F) and b(F) instead of cp(F 1 E) and 6(F 1 E) and 
call these numbers the virtual rank and the defect of F. 
The following observations are obvious or easily established for all 
F, XG E: 
(i) p(F)=cp(FI F)<cp(FI X)=cp(FI FuX). 
(ii) S(FI X)=&F/ FuX)>,O. 
(iii) If FLGsE and XsYzE, then cp(FIX)<y(GIY) and 
S(Fl X)d&FI Y). 
(iv) p(FuX)dcp(FI Xl+ #X=p(F)+h(FI X)+ #X. 
Proof: Choose IcFuX with #Z=p(l)=p(FuX). Then p(FuX)= 
#Id #(InF)+ #X<cp(Fl X)+ #X. 
(v) If 6(F I X) > 0, then ,I( Fu X) > cp(F I X) + I and there exists 
some Y&X with p(Fu Y)>p(F)+ # Y; furthermore 6(FI X)=0 if and 
onlyifp(FuY)6p(F)+#Yforall Y&X. 
Proc$ Choose some free ZE FuX with #(In F)=cp(FI X)>p(F). 
Then Y:= Z\F#@ and thereforep(FuX)3p(Fu Y)> #I= #(InF)+ 
# Y=cp(FI X)+ #Y > max(p(F)+ #Y, cp(FI X)). 
In particular, if p(F u Y) < p(F) + # Y for all Y G X, then 6(F I A’) = 0 by 
the contrapositive of (v), while if 6( F / X) = 0 then p(Fu Y) < 
cp(FI Y)+ #Y=p(F)+&FI Y)+ #Y<p(F)+cS(FI X)-t #Y= 
p(F) + # Y for all YG X by (iv). 
(vi) If .vEE, then ci(Fl r)=O if and only if p(Fu.u)<p(F)+ 1. 
Proof: Put x’= [.v) in (v). 
(vii ) If I G E is free, then 6(I) = 0. 
2.3. Th Dqfkt Indrs of‘ a Set System 
We can sharpen some of these results by introducing the defkcr inder d,, 
of a set system 9 c 9(E) as max(G(F I .u) I FL E; .X-E E). Using this con- 
cept, we can state the following 
LEMMA. Given u set s~~stprn (E, .f, p) and a rzatzrral nuder d. the,fidlow- 
ing staternents are equioalent: 
(i) dad,; 
(ii) S(FIXuY)d6(F~X)+d~#Yj~raIlF,X, YsE; 
(iii ) For an]* .Y E I E 9 there exists some K s I\s ic.ith #K < (1 and 
I\(Kux) ~.f, i.e.. cl+ 1 3 max( #(I\J) / I, JE.P, J is a r?zasinlalpropcr,~ee 
.suh.st~t of’ I); 
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(iv) p(Fux)<p(F)+d+lf~raNF~Eand.x~E; 
(v) p(FuX)<p(F)+(d+ 1). #Xfor all F,XGE. 
In particular, .f is closed Mlith respect to subsets (i.e., JG I E .P implies JE Y) 
if’ und only if‘ d f = 0, while a mup p: CY( E) + N is the rank,function qf a set 
.y>Wem .g of defect index df < 1 [f and only if p satisfies (M 1 ) and (S2). 
Proof: (i) * (ii): Using induction with respect to # Y we may assume 
w.1.o.g. that Y= { ~1 @ F. Choose some free ZE Fu Xv y with 
#(ZnF)=q(F/ J’u.v). Then #Z=p(l)dp(Z\?,)+6(Z\y I y)+ +{y)< 
p(Z\p) + d+ 1 by (2.2)(iv) and by definition of d> d,, . Hence there exists 
some free J&Z\~~sFuX with #J=p(J)=p(Z\y)> #(Z\y-d, which 
implies 
cp(FI Xuy)= #(ZnF)= #(JnF)+ #((Z\J)nF)<cp(FI X)+d, 
i.e., 
6(Fl Xuy)=cp(F/ Xu,)-p(F)dcp(FI X)-p(F)+d=&Fl X)+d. 
(ii)*(v): According to (2.2)(iv) we have 
p(FuX)dcp(FI X)+ #X=p(F)+d(FI X)+ #X<p(F)+(d+ 1). #X. 
(v) * (iv) is trivial. 
(iv)-(iii): Put F=Z\s. Then #Z=p(Z)=p(Fu.u)<p(F)+d+ 1 
implies the existence of some free Jc F with #J= p(J) = p(F) > 
#(Z\.u)-d. So we may put K=Z\(Ju.u). 
(iii)*(i): Assume FGE, .vEE, and let ZGFUX be a free set with 
#(InF)=cp(FI.u). If .YGF or ~$1, we have ZcF and therefore 
cp(F I .u) = #I = p(Z) < p(F) 6 cp( F I .I-), i.e., 6( F I X) = 0 < d. Otherwise there 
exists some KG Z\.u = In F with #K < d and I\( K u x) E .f, which implies 
p(F)3 #(Z\KU.Y)B #Z-d- 1 = #(ZnF)-d = cp(FI x-d = p(F)+ 
6(FI.u)-d, i.e., &F(.u)<d, too. 
2.4. A Proof of’ Theorem ( 1.7 )( vi ) 
We can also show now that any map p: 9(E) + N, satisfying (Ml ) and 
(S2) and hence representing the rank function of a set system .a = .<, of 
defect index d, < 1, has the property (1.7)(vi), i.e., it satisfies 
6(FI X)= #Xop(FuX)=p(F)+2. #X. 
For this purpose we show first the result which sharpens (2.2)(v): 
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LEMMA. [f (E, 9, p ) bus dt$ct indes d I 6 d # 0, then for all F, XL E 
one has 
p(FuX)>cp(F( X)+ 
Proofi Choose some free Zc_ Fu X with #(In F) = q(F 1 A’). Then by 
(2.3)(ii) with X=Qr: 6(Fl X)=S(FI (Z\F))<d. #(Z\F), i.e., #(Z\F)> 
r6(F 1 X)/cfl, and therefore 
p(FuX)> #I= #(lnF)+ #(Z\F)>cp(FI X)+ Q.E.D. 
Now, if d= I, we get-combining this result with (2.2)(iv) and 
(2.3)(ii)Pp(F)+2.6(FI X)=cp(FI X)+6(FI X)dp(FuX)d 
p(F) + 6( F I X) + #X 6 p(F) + 2. #X for all F, XE E. So, in particular, 
6(Fl X)= #Xop(FuX)=p(F)+2. #X. 
It follows that d,, 6 1, YE X, and fi(F I A’) = #A’ imply 6(F I Y) = # Y, 
since these assumptions imply p(F) + 2 #X = p(F u X) = 
p(Fu Yu(X\Y)) 6 p(Fu Y) + 2. d+(X\Y) d (~(0~2. #Y) + 
2’ #(X\Y) = p(F)+2. #X and therefore p(Fu Y)=p(F)+2. #Y, i.e., 
b(F( Y)= #Y. 
2.5. Smooth Set Systems 
We define a set system .a on E to be smooth, if for any F, Xc E one has 
6(FI X)=0 if and only if 6(FI x)=0 for all SEX. 
The following observation will be useful later on: 
LEMMA. A set system 9 on E is smooth if und only iffor any F G E and 
any x,, xx, xj E E the assumption 6(F I x, ) = 6(F 1 x2) = 6(F 1 .x3) = 0 implies 
6(FI (s,,s2,xj})=0. 
Proqf: Necessity is obvious. So assume F. Xc E and 6(F I x) = 0 for all 
.K E A’. We will first use induction with respect to #A’ to prove that 
p( Fu X) < p(F) + #A’. If #X6 3, then our assumption implies 
6(F I X) = 0 and therefore p(Fu X) 6 p(F) + #X by (2.2)(iv). If there exists 
some X, J’EX with p(Fu (x, y})=p(F)+2, then p((Fu {x, y})uz)= 
p(Fu lx, ~1, z) )<p(F)+3=p(Fu (x, y})+ 1 for all ZEX since 
#{.u, y, z} < 3. So our induction hypothesis, applied with respect to 
Y := X\{X, y}, implies 
p(FuX)=p((Fu {x, y;)u Y)dp(Fu ix, y})+ #Y 
=p(F)+2+ #Y=p(F)+ #X 
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Otherwise p(Fu (x, ~1) d p(F) + 1 for all x, JJ E X, so--choosing some 
fixed XE X and applying our induction hypothesis with respect to 
Y := X\s-we get again 
p(Fu X) = p((Fu .Y) u Y) d p(Fu x) + # Y 
<p(F)+ 1+ # Y=p(F)+ #X. 
But now also p(Fu Y) <p(F) + # Y for all YL X and therefore 
S(F I X) =0 by (2.2)(v). 
2.6. Some Further Results on Defects in Smooth Set Systems 
Another useful characterization of smooth set systems is given in the 
following 
THEOREM. For a set system (E, 9, p) the ,following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) .f is smooth; 
(ii) ,/or anl’ F, XC E with 6(F / X) = 1, there exists some I E X wlith 
6(FI .u)= 1; 
(iii ) for any F, X E E there exists some Y c X bcith # Y < 6( F 1 X) and 
p(Fu Y)=cp(FI A’)+ #Y and, hence, 6(FI X)=&F1 Y) as well as 
S(Fu Y I X)=0. 
In particular, 9 is smooth and has defect index d,, < 1 if and only if’for all F 
the map 
6(F 1 . ..). g(E) + N: A’--+ 6(F I X) 
is the rank ,function of a set system dqfined on E (i.e., S( F 1 . ..) satisfies (Sl ) 
and (S2) from (2.1)), in ushich case the set system associated with 6(F I . ..) 
has dqfect index 0, i.e., it is closed with respect to subsets, and one has 
6(F(X)=#X~fandonlyifp(FuX)=p(F)+2~#X. 
Proof We show (ii) * (i) 3 (iii) 3 (ii). 
(ii) j (i): Assume F, XG E and 6(F I X) > 0. We use induction with 
respect to #F to show that there exists some I E Xv F with 6(F I x) > 0. 
Using (ii), we may assume s(F I X) > 1. Choose some free I& Fu X with 
#(ZnF)=cp(FI X)>p(F). Since p(F)< #(InF) there exists some 
.f~InFwithp(F\f)=p(F).SinceZ~FuX=(F\f)u(Xuf)andZ~.~, 
we have #(Zn(F\f))=#(ZnF)-1 = cp(FIX)-1 < cp(F\f IXuf) 
d cp( F I X u f ) = cp( F 1 X) and therefore-in view of p( F\f) = p( F)-also 
0<6(F/ X)- 1 G S(F\f I xu.f) d 6(F I X). Hence-by induc- 
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tion-there exists some x E (Xu f‘) u (F\.J‘) = Xu F with 6(F\J’ 1 x) > 0, 
i.e., cp(F\f 1 x) > p(F\,f) = p(F), which implies cp( F 1 x) 3 cp( F\,f 1 s) > 
p(F), i.e., 6(F 1 x) > 0. 
(i)= (iii): We use induction with respect to b(F 1 A’). So assume 
S(F ( X) > 0 (otherwise there is nothing to show) and choose some free 
ZEFUX with #(ZnF)=q(FI A’). Since 6(F/ Z\F)=h(FI X)>O by the 
choice of I, there exists-using (i)-some SE Z\Fc X with 6(F I s) > 0 
from which we get p(Fu .I-) 3 p(F) + 2 by (2.2)(vi) as well as 
cp(Fu.u I X)=cp(FI X)-t 1 since .Y E Z\F. Hence G(Fux I A/-\.~)= 
6( Fu .Y I X) < S(F I X) - 1, so by induction there is some Y’ c X\s with 
p(Fu.uuY’) = cp(FusIX)+#Y’= cp(FIX)+l+#Y’= cp(FIX)+ 
#(Y’uv) and #~~G(FusIX\.u)d6(FIX)~l which---with Y:= 
Y’ u s-gives # Y 6 6( F I X) and p( Fu Y) = cp( F I A’) + # Y. 
Since by (2.2)(iv), cp(F I X) = p(Fu Y) - # Y6 cp(F 1 Y) 6 cp(F I X), this 
in turn implies 6(F I X) = 6( F / Y). Similarly, since p(Fu Y) 6 
cp(Fu YI X)dcp(FI X)+ #Y=p(Fu Y), we have 6(Fu YI X)=0. 
(iii)+ (ii): If S(F I A’) = 1, then (iii) implies the existence of some 
Y s X with # Y < 1 and 6( F I X) = 6( F I Y) = 1. Since S( F I Y) # 0, we must 
have Y # @ and therefore Y = ‘,s ’ i for some s E X for which 6(F I x) = 
6(F I Y) = 1 follows. 
Finally, if .a is smooth and of defect index d, 6 1, then 6(F I . ..) satisfies 
(S2), since for any XG E there exists some YE X with # Y < 6(F I A’) = 
6(F I Y) by (iii), while d, 6 1 and (2.3)(i)o(ii) implies &F I Y)< # Y, so 
we have necessarily 6(F I Y) = # Y = 6( F I X). Since S( F / . ..) satisfies (Sl ) 
anyway, 6(F I . ..) is the rank function of a set system by (2.1). 
Vice versa, if 6( F I . ..) satisfies (Sl ) and (S2), then it satisfies in particular 
(ii) and it satisfies 6( F I X) < # {X i = 1, i.e., d, < 1. The rest follows from 
(2.4). 
2.1. Clmrre Operators 
Let (E, J, p) be a set system. Then for any FG E define the closure 
g(F)=a,(F) as 
o,(F):={e~EIp(FueuX)=y(FuX)forall X&E). 
The following observations are obvious: 
(i) FG o(F). 
(ii) FE G implies o(F) G a(G). 
(iii) a(a(F))=o(F). 
(iv) p(a(F)uX)=p(FuX) for all Xc E, in particular, 
p(dF)) = P(F). 
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One has also 
(v) cp(FI X)= cp(o(F) 1 A’) for all F, XcE, in particular, o(F)& 
(ee E I cp(Fue)=q(F):. 
Proqf. It is enough to show that cp(F 1 X) = rp(Fu e / X) for all eE a(F). 
Choose some free ZzFueuX with #(Zn(Fue))=cp(FueI X). Put 
Y=Z\(Fue)cX. Then (2.2) implies 
cp(FI X)-t #Y>q(FI Y)+ #Y>p(FuY) 
=p(Fueu Y)>p(Z)= #I 
= #(Zn(Fue))+ #(Z\(Fue)) 
=cp(FueIX)+#Y3~(FIX)+#Y, 
i.e., cp(F I X) = cp(F u e I X). 
2.8. A Connection Mith Matroid Theory 
The following observation, though not being used in the proof of the 
Theorem in (1.7), seems to be of some independent interest in this context: 
LEMMA. Let (E, 3, p) be a set system szrch that a(F) = 
[PEEI cp(Fue)=dOi f or all F G E. Then cp is a matroidal rank ,function 
on E, o is the associated closure operator, and { V z E I V virtually free} is 
the associated set system of independent sets. 
Proof. It is enough to show that G, FL E and q(G u X) = q(G) for all 
XEF implies q(F)<cp(G). But cp(Gu.u)=cp(G) implies x~g(G) by our 
assumption, so we have FL a(G) and therefore cp( F) d cp( CJ( G)) = cp( G). 
2.9. Restrictions, Contractions, and Truncations qf Set S,vstems 
Given a set system 9 s 9’(E) and a subset F c E, we define the restric- 
tion of 9 to F as the intersection 9’ := .a n g(F). Note that P,~(X) = 
pi,(X), cp ,(X1 Y) = ‘pl,(X I Y), and 8.,(X I Y) = 8.,(X I Y) for all A’, YC F. 
Similarly, if I E .P c g(E), we define the contraction of .f with respect to Z 
as the set system (E\Z, iJ\Z / .ZE.~, ZcJ}). 
For any Tc I% with OE T let 9r := {ZE.~ 1 #ZE TJ denote the T-trun- 
cation of 9. Note that in general one cannot expect simple relations 
between p = P,~ and p7 := p,,,--except that <aTc 9 implies, of course, 
p r( F) < p(F) for all Fc E-unless .% is closed with respect to subsets in 
which case one has P&F)=max(t 1 tETand t<p(F)). 
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2.10. The Poljltop Spanned b?j the Characteristic Vectors of Free Subsets 
Another perhaps interesting remark is that for a set system .f c 9(E) of 
defect index 6 1 a subset XE E is free if and only if for any two subsets 
F, E F2 c_ E one has 
#(F,nX)<cp(F,/F,)+ #(X\F,). 
Proqf If X is not free, choose a maximal free subset I in X and some 
s E x\ I. Then for F, = Iv.u and for F,= X we have 
#(F, nX)= #F, = #I+ 1, but cp(F,IFz)dp(F,)=p(X)= #I and 
#(X\F,)=O. 
Conversely, assume X to be free and assume F, G F, L E. Then 
p(X)= #x=l.,((xnF,)u(X\Fz))dp(XnF,)+2. #(X\F,), 
i.e., 
#(XnF,)6p(XnF,)+ #(X\F,). 
Now choose a maximal free subset ZE X’n Fz of X n F7. Then 
ptAYnF2)= #I= #(InF,)+ #(T\F,)6cp(F,IF2)+ #((XnF,)\F,). 
Together these two inequalities imply 
#(xnF2KdF,IFr)+ #((XnF,)\F,)+ #(X\F,), 
i.e.. 
#(J’nF,)dcp(F,IFz)+ #(X\F,). Q.E.D. 
It follows that for any map (or vector) .f‘: E -+ [0, I] E R in the convex 
polytope spanned by the characteristic vectors of free subsets of E all of the 
3 # ” inequalities 
must hold, and that any ,f with integral values satisfying these inequalities 
must be the characteristic vector of a free subset. 
It seems interesting to ask for a nice characterization of those set system 
.F of defect index d 1 for which the above inequalities define the convex 
span of the characteristic vectors of free subsets. If F, = E, then our 
inequalities are just Edmonds’ inequalities which are known to define the 
convex span if the set system is the independence system of a matroid (cf. 
C81). 
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3. BALANCED SET SYSTEMS 
3.1. Balanced Set Systems 
A set system (E, 9) is defined to be balanced if for any Fz E all maximal 
free subsets of F have the same cardinality, namely, p ,(F). Balanced set 
systems are characterized in the following 
PROPOSITION. For a set system (E, 9) with rank ,fitnction p = p-9 the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i ) 9 is balanced; 
(ii) p satisjies (M2); 
(iii) !f I, JE .f and #J< #I, then there e.uists some K E I\J with 
K#IZ( and JuKE.p; 
(iv) if F, G c E and p(G) < p(F), then there exists some X& F with 
A’#@ and p(GuX)>p(G)+ #X; 
(v) ,for an)’ IE 9 the rank ,function qf the contraction 
p,:.b(E)+ N: Ft-+p(FuZ)-p(l) satisfies (Sl) and (S2),fiom (2.1). 
In particular, .f is the independence s?atem of a matroid defined on E !f 
and onI?! if it is balanced and has defect inde.v 0. 
Proof: The proof is straightforward and is left to the reader. 
One can also easily verify that a map p: d(E) + N with p(G) = 0 is the 
rank function of a balanced set system if and only if p is monotonous (i.e., 
it satisfies (Sl’) and it satisfies (M2). In particular, such a map p satisfies 
(M 1) and (M2) if and only if it is the rank function of a balanced set 
system of defect index < 1. 
3.2. Sets qf Defect 0 in Balanced Set SJ1stem.s 
Generalizing the characterization of sets of defect 0, given in (2.2)(v), we 
have the following 
PROPOSITION. [f (E, 9, p) is a balanced set system and FL E, then the 
,following statements are equivalent: 
(i) p(FuX)<p(F)+ #Xfor all XCE; 
(ii) 6(F)=O; 
(iii) ,for all IEF bcith #I=p(Z)=p(F) one has p(luX)=p(FuX) 
,jbr all XC E, i.e., one has FC o(Z); 
(iv) there exists some free Is F with #I = p(Z) = p(F) and 
p(Zu X) = p(Fu X)for all A’s E, i.e., Fs o(l); 
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(v) the map p, : .9(E) -+ N: Xt+ p(Fu X) - p(F) satisfies the axioms 
(Sl) and (S2). 
In particular, if 6(F) = 0, we can introduce the set system (E, 9,. pp) 
associuted kth pp which is cafled the contraction qf .% n*ith respect to F. 
Proqf1 We know already (i)o(ii) (by (2.2)(v)), while 
(iii)*(iv)=(v)* (i) is trivial. To show that (ii)- (iii), choose some free 
ZE F with #I=p(/)=p(F) and extend it to some free JG FuX with 
#J = p(J) = p(Fu A’). Since 6(F) = 0, one necessarily has J n F= I and 
therefore JcZuXwhich implies p(FuX)= #J<p(luX)<p(FuX). i.e., 
p(FuX)=p(luX). 
3.3. Balanced Set Systems qf Dqfkct Indes d 
LEMMA. I” (E, 9, p) is (I balanced set sj’stern qf dqfect inde.v d, then for 
an?’ F, G c E bcith p(F) <p(G) there e.uists some non-empty KC G M.ith 
#K<d+ 1 andp(FuK)>p(F)+ #K. 
Proyf: Since (E, ,f, p) is balanced, there exists at least some non-empty 
K E G with 0 < #K and p( F u K) 3 p(F) + # K by Proposition (3.1 )(iv). 
Now assume K to be minimal subject to these conditions. Then 
for any .Y E K we have necessarily p(Fu (K\x)) = p(F) and therefore 
we have p(F)+ #K<p(FuK)<p(Fu(K\.u))+d+I =p(F)+d+l, i.e., 
#K<d+ 1. 
3.4. Some Trltncations Which Are Matroids 
LEMMA. [f‘ (E, .P, p) is balanced qf d@ct indes d and lj” ,for some fixed 
n E N ani’ s~hset qf any I E .P b&h # 16 n + d is in 9, too, then the 
(0, I,..., I; 1 -truncation of’ .f is the independence s?~stem oJ’ a matroid, defined 
otl E. 
Proof: It is enough to show that for any I, JE 9 with #J < #I< n 
there exists some .YE Z\J with Ju XE.F. But by Lemma 3.3 there exists 
some KsI with 0~ #K<d+ 1 and p(JuK)>p(J)+ #K= #J+ #K, 
which implies Ju KE .f and Jn K= 0. Since # (Ju K) < n + d, we may 
now choose any I E K _c I\J and get J u x E 9. 
3.5. Remark. It follows, in particular, that we can construct matroids 
from subsets E c f of a metric vector space f. = (^I ‘, 98) in the following 
way: if for some fixed n the subspace (X) generated by any subset XE E 
of cardinality bn + 1 is semi-anisotropic or, more generally, if for any sub- 
set XsE with #X=p(X)<n+l one has #Y=p(Y) for any subset 
Y c X, then the subsets XC E of cardinality fl which generate an n-dimen- 
sional non-degenerate subspace (A’) of I. form the bases of a matroid 
defined on E. 
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It was this observation which provided the initial impetus for the 
investigations presented in this paper. Note that the matroids, derived in 
this way from metric vector spaces, are not necessarily linearly represen- 
table. In particular,. it might be an interesting question whether the Vamos 
matroid can be constructed in this way. 
3.6. Some Exatnples. (i) If (E, J) and (E’, 9’) are balanced set systems 
then (E w E, .f @.a’) with Y@O’ := {Z CI I’ ( ZEN, Z’E~‘) is a balanced 
set system of defect index max(d,, d,.). 
(ii) If (E. 9) is a matroid OE TG N and J,.= (Ze.9 1 #ZE T} is its 
T-truncation, then (E, 9,) is balanced. Moreover, if T= {O= t,, t,, I~,...), 
with t,,<t,~t~< ... <f,,<p(E)and Ii=max(t(+,-t,-1 1 i=O,...,n-1). 
then (E, X,) has defect index ci. 
(iii) If (E, 9) and (E’, 9’) are two matroids, then (E u E’, .f xrm 9’) 
with 9 x F,d 9’ = i Z c, I’ ( ZE 9, I’ E .f’, #I= #I’ ) is balanced of defect 
index I. 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
4.1. An Outline of the Proof 
We know already that a map p: 9‘(E) + N with p(D) = 0 satisfying 
(Ml ) and (M2) is the rank function of a balanced set system 9 of defect 
index 8, < 1, so it satisfies (1.7)(iii), which just restates the balancedness of 
9, and it satisfies (1.7)(vi), as was shown in (2.4). 
To prove the remaining results stated in (1.7), we consider first maps 
p:@(E)+ N with p(B)=0 which satisfy (Ml), (M2), and (M3) and show 
that such maps-or rather the associated maps cp(... 1 Xtsatisfy (1.7)(i) 
and therefore they satisfy the inequalities stated in (1.7)(vii) as well as the 
second inequality stated in (1.7)(viii). Then we show that the associated set 
system ,P =.a,, is smooth, so-according to (2.6)-6(F 1 . ..) is a rank 
function of a set system of defect index 0 defined on E. 
Finally, we assume that p as above also satisfies (M4), and show that in 
this case also (1.7)(iv) holds from which statement the remaining ones are 
easily deduced. 
Because of their close connection with metric vector spaces, the name 
tnetroid has cropped up in our private discussions as a short name for a set 
system (E, 9, p) in which p satisfies some or all of the properties of (M 1) 
through (M4). This seemed rather suggestive, and we want to propose to 
call a set system (E, 9, p) for which p satisfies (Ml ) through (M4) a 
metroid, while a set system satisfying (Ml ), (M2), and (M3) only might be 
called a setni-metroid. 
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4.2. Semi-metroids Are Smooth 
Assume (E, .a, p) to be a semi-metroid and assume e,, ez, ej E E, Fc E 
and p(Fu e,) < p(F) + 1 for i= 1, 2, 3. Assume also e, #ez fe, fe,. If 
~(Fu(e,,e~})>p(F)+2=p(F)+ #{e,,rz’,, e,,e,$Fand, since d,,=l, 
p(F)+36p(Fu (e,,e,))6p(Fue,)+2dp(F)+3, i.e., p(Fu {e,,e,})= 
p(F) + 3. Choose some free ZG F with #I= p(F) and-using the balanced- 
ness of J-extend I to a free set JG Fu {e,, e2 1 with #J= 
p(Fu je,,ezj)=p(F)+3. Necessarily, J=Zu (e,,e,,f> for somefEF\Z. 
So we have Zu,f; lu (e,,f], Zu (e7,.f} $9 and (M3)-applied with 
respect to u = f; h = c = e, , d = e,-gives J 4 .g, a contradiction. 
Now assume p(Fu [e,, e2, e,) I> p(F) + 3. Since p(F)+46 
p(Fu {e,, e2, ej]) d p(Fu je,,e,))+2 < p(F)+2+2, we have 
AFu {e,, ez, e3 ,\ ) = p(F) + 4. As above, choose some free ZG F with 
#Z=p(F) and extend it to a free set J~Fu(e,,e,,e~] with #J= 
p(Fu (e,, ez, e3}) = p(F) + 4. Necessarily, J= Zu {e,, ez, e3, f } for some 
,fEF\%Z and, as before, ZuJ Zu if;@,), Zu (,f;ezi, Zu{,f;e3)$9. So, 
applying (M3) with u=.f; h=e,, c=e?, and d=e, again gives the con- 
tradiction J $9. 
Thus by Lemma 2.5, (E, 9, p) is smooth. 
4.3. The Virtual Rank oj’ a Semi-metroid Is Matroidal 
As above, let (& J, p) be a semi-metroid. To show that the associated 
maps q(... 1 X): 9(X) + N are matroidal, one may assume w.1.o.g. that 
X= E, in which case it is enough to show that the set .a,,, of maximal free 
subsets of E is the set of bases of a matroid of rank n := p(E) defined on E, 
i.e., that Z, JE &,,, and XE Z implies the existence of some -v E J with 
(Z\s) u .t’ E .a,,,,,. Note that for any x E Z one has II = p(Z) = p((Z\.u) u s) < 
p(Z\s)+2 and p(Z\s)< #(Z\s)< #Z=n=p(J). Hence by Lemma3.3 
there exist .r, z E J with ~2 >p((Z\.u) u i J’, z)) 3 p(Z\r) + #{J, c}, so if 
p(Z\.u)=rz- I, one has J’= ,- E J\Z and . (Z\x) u y E &,,,. Otherwise 
p(Z\s) = n - 2, so there exists some e E Z\s with K := Z\{x, e] E 3. Since 
[j( J u K) = II, by balancedness we can extend K by two elements .r, 2 E J to 
a maximal free set Ku ( ~3, z) E .qmm,,. W.1.o.g. we assume that e # ~1, 1. But 
then Ku{e,y~=(Z\r)uy or Ku{e,z),=(Z\.u)uz is in .&,,,, since 
otherwise we may apply (M3) with Z = K, a = e, h = J’, c = 2, and d = .Y and 
get Ku {e, >: z, . Y ) E 9 in contradiction to # (Ku [e, J’, z, x ) ) > n. Q.E.D. 
We may now apply for X, Y G E the submodularity of cp(... 1 Xu Y) to 
get 
p(Xu Y) + p(Xn Y)< cp(Xu Y ( xu Y) + cp(Xn Y I xu Y) 
d cp(X I xu Y) + cp( y I xu Y) = cp(X I Y) + cp( y I n 
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the first inequality in (1.7)(vii), and for F, X, Y G E we may apply the sub- 
modularity of cp(... 1 Fu Xu Y) to get the second inequality of (1.7)(viii) 
p(FnX)+h(FuXI Y) 
<cp(FnXJ FuXu Y)+G(FuXI FuXu Y)+(p(FuX)-p(X)) 
=cp(FnXIFuXuY)+cp(FuXIFuXuY)-p(X) 
<cp(XIFuXuY)+q(F~FuXuY)-p(X) 
=d(XIFu Y)+h(F/ Xu Y)+p(F). 
To show that the second inequality of (1.7)(vii) also holds, i.e., 
p(Xn Y)+&XI Y)dcp(Xn YI Xu Y)+d(XI Y)dcp(Y( X) 
=dY)+6(YI J7 
for all X, Y s E, we may assume w.1.o.g. that Xu Y = E and therefore 
and 
cp(Xn Y I Xu Y) = cp(Xn Y), cp(YI ‘u=cp(YL 
6(X I Y) =6(X). 
Choose some maximal virtually free subset VEXn Y-so#V= 
cp(X n Y)-and extend it to a maximal free subset Ic E = X u Y. Since 
#Z=p(E)=p(Xu Y)>cp(X)+6(X) by Lemma2.4 and #(/nX)<cp(X), 
we have #Z\X 3 S(X) and therefore q(Y)3 #(InY)= 
#(In YnX)+ #((Zn Y)\X) 3 #V+ #((Zn Y)\X) = #V+ #(Z\X) 3 
cp(Xn Y) + 6(X). Q.E.D. 
4.4. Mrtroids Sutisfv (1.7)(iv) 
We now come to the decisive property of metroids which says that for a 
metroid (E, 9, p) and for F, XG E any maximal X-free subset VG F has 
rank p(V) = p(F). Again, w.1.o.g. we may assume Fu X= E. Assume Vr F 
to be a maximal virtually free subset of F. Since the contraction of a 
metroid with respect to any free subset is again a metroid, we can use con- 
traction with respect to some maximal free subset of V to conclude that 
w.1.o.g. we may assume p( V) = 0. We have to show that then p(F) = 0, too, 
which we do by induction with respect to #(E\F). If #(E\F) =O, i.e., if 
E = F, then any maximal virtually free subset of F is free, so in this case we 
have indeed p(F) = # P’= p( V) = 0. Otherwise for any e E E\F there exists 
some maximal virtually free subset W of Fue containing V and-by 
induction-we have p( W) = p(Fu e). If V= W, then 0 = p( V) = p( Fu e) 3 
p(F) 2 0 and therefore p(F) = 0. Otherwise W = Vu e and hence 
p(F)<p(Fue)=p(Vue)<p(V)+2=2. (*) 
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If p(F) = 0, we are done. Otherwise by (2.2)(vi), p(Fu e) ,< p(F) + 1 for 
all e E E and therefore, using the smoothness of 9, 6(F) = 0, i.e., p(F) = 
q)(F) = # v. 
If p(F) = 1, then V = (u ] and S( V) = 1 so, using (2.6), there exists some 
GEE with p({ U, e ) ) = p( { 11) + 2 # {r ) = 2, i.e.. i L’, e ) E 9. Obviously, 
e 4 F. Since p(F) = 1, there exists some ,f‘~ F with i,/‘j EX. Necessarily, 
[v,,f]$.9. Hence we may apply (M3) with I=@. u=r, h=c=,f; and 
d= e to conclude (~1, .L e 1 E .f, contradicting the maximality of V= ir ). 
Hence we may assume p(F) = 2 and V= (I:, 1~) with 6( r) = 2. Again, 
using (2.6), we can find X=j.u,yi~E with p(I’uX)=p(L’)+2.#X= 
4 = # ( Vu X) and we have necessarily Xn F= a by the maximality of P’. If 
there exists some #‘E F with {t:, ,f) E 9, we may apply (M4) with I= 0, 
CI = U, h = K’, c = ,j; d= X, and e = J’ to conclude that ( u, II’, J .Y ) E .f or 
(L’, it’, ,f; J’) E .f, both contradicting the maximality of k’= ( I’, 1~). Hence 
[r. .f’) $9 for all J’E F and, similarly, {IV, ,f) $ .f for all f’~ F. Assume 
( g, h j to be maximal free in F. Since 4 = p( (cl, K, .I-, J% ) ) < p( {v, )i’, .v) ) + 
26p( (c, 12.])+4==4, we have p( { I’, ii’, .Y ) ) = 2 and thus-since 
/I( ( ~1, 11‘ ] ) = 0 and ( D, \t’, .I- ) must contain a free subset of cardinality 
p( ( L’, II‘, .Y 1 ) = 2--- p (P,x))=~ ( ’ or p( (II~..~~))=~. W.1.o.g. suppose that 
/I( (t., .\-) )=2. Then, applying (M3) with I= 0, L(= ZJ, h= g, c=h, and 
d = .I-, we obtain ( 1’. g, 11, .I-; E 9, which leads to the contradiction 
4= # (I’. g, h, x) =cp( [r, g. 17, .Y; )<p(Fus)<2. 
4.5. Some Corollaries, Conduding the Proof 
Again assume (E, ,P, p) to be a metroid. We have to show that (1.7)(ii), 
(1.7)(v), and the first inequality in (1.7)(viii) hold. 
(1.7)( ii): To show that d(F 1 . ..) is a matroidal rank function for all 
FG E, it is enough (in view of (2.6)) to show that p( Fu A’) = p(F) + 2. 
#X>p(Fu Y)=p(F)+2. #Y for some X, YGE with Xu Y=E implies 
the existence of some XEX with p(Fu Yu.u)=p(F)+2. #Y+2= 
p(Fu Y) + 2, i.e., that S(Fu Y) # 0. Choose a maximal free subset I G Fu X 
so that, since tl, = 1, again by (2.6), #I=p(F)+2#X=cp(FI X)+ #X, 
which in view of # (/\X) < cp(F 1 X) implies I= (In F) v X and 
#(In F) = q( F 1 X) = p(F) + #X. Since In FG F is virtually free we 
may extend it to a maximal virtually free subset C’s Fu Y. For this V we 
have 2.#Y+p(F) = p(Fu Y) = p(V) = p((P’nF)u(Vn Y)) < 
p(VnF)+2- #(Vn Y) < p(F)+ 2.#(C’nY) < p(F)+2.#Y and 
therefore Ys I/. Hence 6(Fu Y) = p(Fu Y) ~ p(Fu Y) = 
#v-p(F)-2. #Y = #( VnF)+ # Y-p(F)-2# Y 3 #(InF)- 
p(F)- #Y = p(F)+ #X-p(F)- # Y>O. Q.E.D. 
(1.7)(v): By (2.7)(v) we have a(F)g {Ed E 1 qn(Fup)=p(F)). Vice 
versa, since for any metroid the virtual rank cp is matroidal, for subsets 
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FLGzE with rp(G)=cp(F) we have q(GuX)=q(FuX) for all XsE. 
Hence any maximal virtually free subset V of Fu X is also maximal vir- 
tually free in G u X, so we have also p(G u X) = p( V) = p(Fu X) by 
(1.7)(iv). In particular, if G=Fur and cp(F)=cp(Fue), then p(FuX)= 
p(FuXur) for all X~Eand therefore ego. 
(1.7)(viii): We have to show that for a metroid (E, 9, p) and subsets 
F, X, Y z E we have always 
q~(Fl Xu Y)dcp(FI X)+G(FuXI Y). 
We may assume E = F u Xu Y. Let VE F be maximal virtually free, so 
# V = cp( F) = cp(F 1 X u Y). Extend V to a maximal virtually free subset W 
of FuX, so we have 6(FuXI Y)= #W-p(FuX)= #W-p(W) by 
(1.7)(iv). Choose some maximal free subset Ic W, so we have p( W) = 
p(FuX)= #I and cp(FI X)> #(lnF). Then 6(FuXI Y)+cp(FI X)> 
=# W- #I+ #(InF)==#(WnF)+ #(W\F)- #(I\F) 3 #(WnF) 
= # I’ = y(FI Xu Y). Q.E.D. 
5. SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS 
5.1. Bimatroidal Runk Functions 
Assume A and B to be two finite sets. A mapping p(... / . ..). 
9(A)x9’(B)+N: (X, Y)~fl(Xl Y) is called a bimatroidal rank function, 
defined on (A, B), if for any fixed XC A the map p(X ( . ..). 
9(B) + IV: Y F+ fi(X I Y) is a matroidal rank function on B, for any 
YE B the map b(... I Y): 9(A) + f+J: XH p(X I Y) is a matroidal rank 
function on A, and for any Xz A, Y s B. a,, a, E A, hi, h, E B with 
fi(X1 Y) = #X = #Y = fi(Xua, ( Yuh,) = fi(Xua, ( Yuhz)-1 = 
fi(Xua, I Yuh,)-1 one has B(Xua,ua, I Yuh,uhz)=/?(XI Y)+2 
(cf. c-7 41). 
Note that for a matrix M=(~z,~),,..~,~~~ESY’~~~ the map /3:(X, Y)H 
rdnk(nt,,) , E y, I E ,J XS A. Y s B) is a bimatroidal rank function on (A, B). 
5.2. Metroids and Bimatroich 
In the following theorem it is shown that for a given partition E = A w B 
of E into two disjoint subsets A and B there is a one-one correspondence 
between metroidal rank functions p defined on S(E) and satisfying the 
special condition P(A ) = p(B) = 0, and bimatroidal rank functions defined 
on :?‘(A) x .jp( B) (which, of course, is canonically isomorphic to :p( E) via 
the map (X, Y) H X u Y). In the representable case, this theorem follows 
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from the oneone correspondence between matrices M and certain sym- 
metric matrices M* given by 
THEOREM. Assume E = A w B. Associuting to any map p: 9’(E) + R the 
map fi,,:.p(A)xb(B)+ IR: /3,,(XI Y) :=$.p(Xu Y) and to any map 
j:9(A)x:JP(B)+R the map p,,:9’(E)+R: p&F):=Z./?(FnA 1 FnB) 
then sets up a 1 - 1 correspondence between metroidal rank functions p on E, 
satisfying p(A) = p(B) = 0, and himatroidal rank functions on (A, B). 
Proof: One has obviously p = P,,~,,, and fi = PC,,,,,. So it remains to show 
that for a metroidal rank function p: p(E) + N with p(A) = p(B) = 0 one 
has necessarily p(F) = O(2) for all Fc E and that p, is bimatroidal on 
(A, B), while-vice versa-if fi: y(A) x .P( B) -+ N is bimatroidal, then 
pIj : 9(E) + N is metroidal. 
So assume first that p: 9(E)+ N is metroidal and that p(A)=p(B)=O. 
Let S(X 1 Y) denote the defect of X with respect to Y as defined in Sec- 
tion 2. According to Theorem (1.7)(vii), we have for XG A and YG B the 
inequalities 
6(X Y)=p(Xn Y)+h(XI Y)<p(Y)+d(YI X)=&Y1 X), 
6( Y I X) = p(Xn Y) + 6( Y I X) < p(X) + 6(X I Y) = S(X I Y), 
2’6(XI Y)dp(Xu Y)<p(X)+p(Y)+h(XI Y)+6(YI X) 
so S(X Y)=6(YI X) and p(Xu Y)=2.6(Xl Y). Hence j,I(Xj Y) coin- 
cides with the defect 6(X 1 Y) of X with respect to Y as well as with the 
defect 6( Y I X) of Y with respect to X-in particular, it is integer valued 
and for fixed X (or Y) it is matroidal on B (or A, respectively). Finally, if 
B,,(X I Y) = 4+x = # Y = p,,cx ua, I Yuh,) = fl,,(Xuaz I Yub,)- 1 
= fl,(Xua, I Yuh,)- 1 for some a,, a,EA and b,,b,EB, then we may 
apply (M3) with respect to Z=Xu Y, a=a,, b-a,, c=b,, d=b, to 
conclude that Zu .(a, b, c, dJ is free, which proves that 
/?,,(XuaI ual I Yub, ub,)=B,(XI Y)+2. 
Vice versa, assume some bimatroidal function /I on (A, B) is given, and 
consider p=p,r:b(E)+N:ps(F)=2./l(FnA I FnB). Then p,(A)= 
P(A 1 fzr) =0 and p&B) = /?(@ I B) = 0, and (Ml) of Section 1.7 is 
obviously fulfilled: pD(F) < pa(Fu e) < pa(F) + 2 for all F c E and e E E. 
To verify (M2), let Z&F and #Z=p(Z)<p(F). Then #I= #(ZnA)+ 
#(Zn B) = p(Z) = 2,fl(ZnA I In B) and jJ(ZnA I In B) < #(ZnB) as 
well as /l(ZnA I In B) < #(ZnA) together imply 
#(ZnA)= #(ZnB)=fl(ZnA I ZnB)=$.#Z=~.p(Z)<~.p(F) 
= b(Fn A / Fn B). 
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Thus there is some a~(FnA)\(lnA) with /I((ZnA)ual FnB) = 
#(ZnA)+l > #(ZnB) = /?((lnA)ual InB), which implies the 
existence of some h~(FnB)\(lnB) with p((ZnA)ual (ZnB)ub) = 
#(ZnA)+ 1 = #(InB)+ 1, so that Zuaub is a larger free subset of F 
containing I. Hence, any maximal free subset of F has cardinality p(F), as 
desired. 
To prove that (M3) holds, assume ZG E to be free and assume 
a,h,c,dEE with b#a#c, Iua4.9, Iuaub$.a, Iuauc$.9. Put 
X=Zn A and Y=In B. As above, we have #X=fl(X 1 Y)= # Y. Put 
/3(X I Y) = k, and w.1.o.g. assume a E A. If b, c E Zu a, then-since 
b#a#c-Iubuc=I is always free and Iuaubucud=Iuaud, so 
Zu a u b u c u d is free if and only if lu a u d is free. Otherwise w.1.o.g. 
b,c$Zua. If both b,cEA, then neither Iubuc nor Iuaubucud 
can be free, since #(An(Zubuc)) # #(Bn(Zubuc)) and 
#(An(Zuaubucud)) # #(Bn(Iuaubucud)). 
If both b, c E B, then we have lu b u c 4 9 by the same argument. To 
show that Iuaubucud$J, we note that since Iuaub$S and 
IUUUC$.~ implies B(Xua I Yub) = /?(Xua I Yuc)=k, we have- by 
the submodularity of fi(Xua I . ..)~fl(Xua I Yubuc)=k, i.e., 
Iuaubuc49. Thus Iuaubucudg9 would imply d$Iuaubuc 
and deA, so that jJ(Xuaudl Yubuc) = k+2 = 
/?(Xual Yubuc)+2 in contradiction to the hypothesis that 
B(... I Y u b u c) is matroidal. 
So w.1.o.g. we may assume b E A and c E B. So if I u a u b u c u d is free 
we necessarily have dEB, and from j?(Xuaub I Yucud)=k+2 we find 
fi(Xual Yucud) = k+l = b(Xuaubl Yuc). Together with 
~(Xua 1 Yuc)=k, this implies /?(Xual Yud) = k+ 1 = 
fi(Xub I Yuc), i.e., ZuaudE.9 and IubucE.9. 
Vice versa, if IuaudE.9 and ZubucE9, i.e., b(Xua I Yud) = 
/?(Xub I Yuc) = k+ 1, while fl(Xua I Yuc)=k, then putting a, =a, 
a,=b, b,=c b, = d and using the bimatroidality of fl one has 
B(Xuuub I iucud) = k+2, i.e., IuaubucudE.9. 
Finally, to prove (M4), assume IE.~‘, a, b, c, d, eE E, uf b, Zua$#, 
Iub$9, Iuaub$.a, IuaucE.9, IuaubudueE9. Put X=AnI 
and Y=BnZ, so one has #X= #Y=/QXI Y)=i.p(l). Again put 
fi(X 1 Y) = k, and assume w.1.o.g. that a E A. Then necessarily c E B and 
j?(Xua I Yuc)=k+ 1. If bEB, then Zuaubuduee# implies either 
dE A and e E B or dE B and e E A. W.1.o.g. assume the first. Then 
fi(Xuaudl Yubue)=k+2 implies b(Xuaudl Yub)=k+l, so the 
assumption fi(Xu a I Y u b) = k implies fi(Xu d 1 Y u 6) = k + 1. Together 
with b(Xua I Yub)=k and fi(X u a I Y u c) = k + 1 this implies-with 
“1 =a, a, = d, 6, =b, b,=c-P(XuaudI Yubuc)=k+2, i.e., 
IuaubucudE.9. 
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Otherwise heA and d,eEB. So we have /J(Xuuub 1 Yudue)=k+2 
and p(Xu u ( Yu C) = k + 1 which implies-by the submodularity of 
j(XuaubI...)-k+2+k+ 1 d fl(Xuuubl Yucudue) + 
j(Xuauh I Yuc) 6 fl(Xuaub 1 Yucud) + P(Xuauh I Yucue) 
and therefore fi(Xuauhl Yucud) = k+2 or b(XuaubJ Yucu~) 
= k+2,i.e., Iuuubucud~9 or Iuuuburue~.~. Q.E.D. 
5.3. Metroids und Symmetric. Birnutroids 
A s~mmetrir’ bimatroid on a set E is a bimatroid defined by some 
bimatroidal rank function /I on E x E such that for all X, Yc E one has 
b(X I Y) = /I( Y 1 X). The following result generalizes the considerations 
explained in Section 1. 
THEOREM. [j’ b: .9’(E) x .9’(E) -+ N is a q~znznetric birnatroidal rank 
,fiznc.tion on E, then p: :‘p( E) + N: X H fi(X I X) is u metroidul rmzk jiznction 
011 E. 
Proof (Ml ) The inequalities p(f?=B(FI F)dj(Fue / Fuel< 
/J(Fuel F)+l<P(F/ F)+2=p(F)+2 are obvious for any FGE and 
e E E. 
(M2) If IGFEE satisfies #I=p(I)<p(F), then ++Z=fi(Zi I)= 
p(Z I F) < fi(F I F) implies the existence of some .Y E F with p(Iu .Y I F) = 
#I+ 1. If fi(Zus I Zus) = #I+ 1, then lus is a larger free subset of F 
and we are done. Otherwise, there is some ~3 E F\s with ~(ZU s I Iv J’) = 
#I + 1. By symmetry, we have fl(Iu y I Iv X) = #I + 1 too. so-using 
bimatroidality of /j with respect to u, = h, = X, u2 = hl = js--this leads to 
B(Zu.uu~, / Iusu t’) = #Z+2, i.e., ZUXUJ~ is a larger free subset of F. 
So in any case, maximal free subsets of F have cardinality p(F). 
(M3) Now put .f = .tj and assume Ic E, u, h, c, LI’E E, b #u # c, 
IE.~, Iuu$.P, Iuuub$.P, and Iuuuc$.~. Hence ~$1 and, as in the 
proof of (M2), we have ~(ZUU I Iuu) = ~(Iuu I Iuh) = fl(Iuu I Zuc) 
= #I, i.e., IJ(Zuu I Zutruhu~) = #I. This together with the sub- 
modularity of /I(... / Iuuubuc) and fl(Iu h u c) I . ..) gives us 
p(Zuuubuc) = fl(Zubuc Zuaubuc)=p(Zuhuc). Thus 
p(Iuuubucud) = #(Iuuuhucud) implies d$Zuuuhu~, i.e., 
#(Iuuubucud) = #(Iv (b,cj)+2, and therefore #(Zu (h,c))> 
p(Zu {b, c]) = p(Iuuuhuc) > p(Zuuubucud--2 = #(Zu {h, c)). 
i.e., I u b u c E 9. 
It also implies p(Z u u I Zu u u h u c u cZ) = #I+ 1 and therefore-in 
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view of fi(Zuu 1 Iuauhuc) = #I-it implies /3(Iua / Zud) = #Z+ 1. 
This together with p(Zu a 1 Zu a) = #I implies-as in the proof of 
(M2)-that Zu {a, d3 E .f. 
Vice versa, assume Zu (h, c )- E .& and Zu {a, n} E .f. In view of IU a $ %f, 
the last statement is equivalent with ~(ZU u / Zu d) = #I+ 1 and implies 
d~Zuuuhuc, hence #(Zuauhucud) = #(Zuhuc)+2. 
If [h,c) cZ, then Zuauhucud=Zuaud~.9. If h=c$Z, then 
by bimatroidality ~(ZUU 1 Zub) = #I = /i’(Zuuj Zud)-1 = 
b(Zuhl Zuh)-1 implies b(Zuuuh) I Zubud) = #Z+2, so we 
have b(Zuhl Zuh) = #(Zub) = p((Zub)uaI (ZU~)UU) = 
~((ZU h) u a I (Iv h) u d) - 1 = /?((Zu h) u d I (Zu b) u a) - 1 which 
finally implies that /?((Iub)uaudl (Zub)uuud) = fl(Zub I Zub)+2, 
i.e., ZuuuhudE.F. 
If h$ Z, CE Z (or vice versa) we may put c := h (or h := c) without 
changing the assumptions or the assertion, reducing this case to 
the case just considered above. Hence we are left with the case h, c 4 I 
and h # C. In this case, by submodularity in both arguments, we can 
choose U, UE jh, L.; and x, yg (h, c) . m such a way that fl(Zu u I Zux) = 
#I+ 1 and (h, C] = [u, D) = {x, J,)-. Since B(Zu u I Zu a) = #I and 
/QZudl Zua) = #Z+l, we get /3(ZuuudI Zuuu.u) = #Z+2. 
Together with ~(Zuuuv I ZU.UUJ~) = #Z+2 and /j’(Zuuuu / Zuxuu) 
= #(Zuu) = #(Zu.u), this gives fl(Zuuuvud/ luxuyvu) = 
#Z+3, i.e., /?(Iubucudl Zuhucuu) = #Z+3. Together with 
fl(Zuhuc I Zuhuc) = #Z+2 = ~(Zuhucua / Zuhucuu), and 
using symmetry as in the proof of (M2), this gives 
P(Zubucuuudl Zubucuuud) = fl(Zubuc)+2 = #Z+4. Q.E.D. 
(M4) Assume ZE.~, u, h, C, d, eE.E, a#h, Zua$.P, Zub$.a, 
ZULIU~$.Y, IUUUCE.~, Iuuuhudue~.~. We want to show 
that IuuuhucudE.F or IuuuhucueEX. But 
[~(Iuuuh I Zuuuhuduc>) = #Z+2 and b(Zuuub) Zuuub)= #I, 
SO we have fi(Iuuubl Iudue) = #I+2. Since /l(Iuuubl Iuc) = 
#I+ 1 (otherwise ~(ZUU I Iuc) = #I in contradiction to 
/j(Zuul Zuu)= #I and ~(Zuuucl Iuauc) = #I+2), this gives 
fl(Zuuub I Zucud)= #I+2 or fi(Iuuub) I Zucue) = +z+2. 
W.1.o.g. we assume the first and show that then I u a u b u c u dc 9. 
But fl((Iuu)ub I (Iuc)ud)- 1 = fl((Zuu)uc / (Zuc)uu)- 1 = 
fl(Zuu I Zuc) = #Z+ 1 = /l((Iuu)ub I (Zuc)uu) (the last equation 
because p(Zuuub I Iuu)= #I) implies b(Iuuubuc I Zuuucud) = 
#I+3, which in turn with fl(ZuaucI Iuuuc) = #I+2 = 
/j’((Iuuuc)ub I (Iuuur)ub) (again because fl(Zuuub 1 Zuuub)= 
#I)impliesfi((Iuuu~)uburfI (Zuuuc)ubud) = #(Zuuuc)+2 = 
#Zf4. Q.E.D. 
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5.4. Rank Functions Induced by Sesquilinear Maps 
As in Section 1 let f denote a finite-dimensional vector space over some 
commutative field X‘. Let X -+ 3’: a H ii denote an automorphism of .X 
withd=u,letEESrbeanelementwithc.E=l,andlet~:~”x~“-t~be 
a map such that for fixed 11 E $ - the map .?A( .. . . u): $. + X: M’ H 8(w>, u) is 
linear and for U, 121 E f one has .8(t), bc) = t:. :#(~t’, v). Then for any finite 
subset E z f ‘, we define the map p: 9(E) + N: FH rank(.$(F, F)). Then, 
since the map b: 9(E) x 9(E) 4 N: (X, Y) H rank(J(X, Y))-with 
:#( X, Y) := (&(s, J’))\-~ \, , t ,. of course-is obviously bimatroidal as well 
as symmetric (since rk(h,,),,,= rk(c.h,,),,, for all matrices (h,,),, over X”), it 
follows that p(F) = 6(F 1 F) is metroidal by (5.3). 
5.5. On the Independence of’ the Asintm (Mi) 
The following examples show that each of the axioms (Mi) (i= 1,2, 3,4) 
is independent of the other ones: 
(M 1) If .g = (@, El, for some E with #E3 5, then p = P.~ obviously 
satisfies (M2), as well as (M3) and (M4) since the assumptions cannot be 
fulfilled ( IE .f and I u u $9 implies I # E and hence I = @, so I u K$ .f 
for all KsE with #K<4). But pfr of course, does not satisfy (M 1). 
(M2) For similar reasons, the map 
p: .?p(E) --f NJ: Fw 
if F=@ 
l+#F if F#QI 
satisfies (Ml), (M3), and (M4) as well as p(@)=O, but not (M2); it does 
not even define a set system. 
(M3) Put E= ie,,f; S./I) with #E=4, .f= (0, (e,,f’i, (g, h: ), 
and p = p y. Then p fulfills (M 1 ) since 0 < p(F) d 2 for all F s E, it fulfills 
(M2) by construction, and it fulfills (M4) since the assumptions of (M4) 
cannot be fulfilled, but it does not fulfill (M3): put I := 0, u := e, h := g, 
c := h, and LI :=,fI 
(M4) Put E= jn,h,c,d,ej with #E=5, .P= ((ZI, {ti,d,el, 
(u,h,d,e), [u,c,d,e], (h,c,d,e})uj{.x,y~ 1 s, y E E; x # ~1; {x, y ; # 
[a. h) ), and p = p,$. Then one can verify-using a case by case 
procedure--that p satisfies (Ml), (M2), and (M3), while by its very con- 
struction it does not satisfy (M4). 
This last example is interesting because it follows from (a slight 
modification of) the proof of the theorem in (5.2) that a map p: d(E) -+ N 
satisfying (M 1). (M2), and (M3) satisfies (M4) as well once there exist 
A, B G E with E = A u B and p(A) = y(B) = 0. Hence it follows that while 
the theory of bimatroidal rank functions can be derived as a corollary of 
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the theory of metroids, there does not seem to exist an obvious procedure 
to derive, vice versa, the theory of metroids as a corollary from the theory 
of bimatroidal rank functions-the class of metroids (E, .a, p), for which 
A, B c E with E = A u B and p(A) = p(B) = 0 exist, seems to be just too 
special to conclude theorems concerning metroids in general from theorems 
concerning those special metroids. 
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